
Silent waters  
deserve your respect



All too often, we are denied the exquisit enjoyment of a peaceful and quite dive due to a number  
of disruptive factors, like boats passing by, shakers, incorrectly configured equipment and the like.  
As passionate divers, we know how frustrating this can be.

But it is so easy to remedy this, if we all start with ourselves. For example, we can choose the diving spots  
and diving times more carefully, improve our diving techniques and our buddy awareness – and we can  
of course optimize our equipment. We at SEACRAFT want to support you with this by offering you  
(for a limited time) very special conditions for buying a new SEACRAFT DPV with its incomparably  
silent and innovative drive system – all you need to do is to trade in your old DPV for it.

Simply contact your authorized SEACRAFT reseller, arrange a demonstration and/or a test dive and have 
your old unit validated. Even if it is not fully functional any more – as long as it is complete (corpus, drive and 
battery) and fulfills the basic acceptance requirements (see next page), SEACRAFT offers you to accept it as 
down payment worth up to 1.300 € (depending on the chosen SEACRAFT DPV model).

But that is not all:

SEACRAFT also arranges for correct disposal of your old DPV according to local regulations.  
None of the old DPVs handed over to us will be resold – only recycled and thus turned into something new.  
Use this time-limited opportunity to give some silence back to the world and to benefit from all the unique  
features of the world‘s most innovative DPVs – SEACRAFT FUTURE and GHOST.

Learn more about SEACRAFT, their history and their products on www.SEACRAFT.eu

„Your breathing should be the loudest sound you hear, while you dive.“



Conditions of participation

For participating in our trade-in campaign, the following conditions must be met:

 ■ The traded-in DPV must have a reinstatement value of at least 1.500 €  
 (ideally evidenced by the proof of purchase).

 ■ The traded-in DPV must be complete and at least consist of corpus (hull/tube), drive unit  
 and matching battery.

 ■ The person trading in an old DPV must be a private person and needs to prove, that it is his/her property.
 ■ The participant needs to sign a contract to transfer ownership of the old DPV to the SEACRAFT reseller.

If the above conditions are met, SEACRAFT offers the participant to accept the old DPV as a down payment  
for the purchase of a new SEACRAFT DPV. The down payment amount will vary according to the chosen 
Seacraft DPV model: 

DPV Model  FUTURE BX 750  FUTURE BX 1000  GHOST BX 1500  GHOST BX 2000

Down payment value       800.- €         900.- €      1.200.- €       1.300.- €

 ■ The participant needs to pay at least 50 % of the invoice amount when ordering.
 ■ This campaign will end on May 31, 2021. All payments made until this date  

 (as documented by the customer’s bank statement) entitle the customer to participate in this campaign.
 ■ SEACRAFT reserves the right to refuse participation in this campaign at their own discretion. 

 There is no right of appeal.

„Your breathing should be the loudest sound you hear, while you dive.“

Find your authorized SEACRAFT reseller on www.SEACRAFT.eu/contact/shop-locator 



Your authorized SEACRAFT reseller 
will support you getting there:

Your authorized SEACRAFT reseller 
will support you getting there:

Your authorized SEACRAFT reseller 
will support you getting there:

MARINE TECH SA, ul. Żwirki i Wigury 17, 38-400 Krosno 
office@SEACRAFT.eu,  www.SEACRAFT.eu

Let us go back to diving, as it is supposed to be – silent.


